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Never At Rest A Biography
The forefather of what we know today about motion, mass and astronomy, Galileo also dealt with
accusations of heresy. Learn more at Biography.com.
Galileo - Discoveries, Theories & Quotes - Biography
Get to know poet, playwright and critic T.S. Eliot, writer of 'The Waste Land' and one of the most
influential poets of the 20th century, on Biography.com.
T.S. Eliot - Poems, The Waste Land & Facts - Biography
Christopher Reeve September 25, 1952 - October 10, 2004. Christopher Reeve was born September
25, 1952, in New York City. When he was four, his parents (journalist Barbara Johnson and
writer/professor Franklin Reeve) divorced.
Biography (Christopher Reeve Homepage)
Midori is a visionary artist, activist and educator whose unique career has transcended traditional
boundaries through her relentless drive to explore and build connections between music and the
human experience.
MIDORI | BIOGRAPHY
National First Ladies' Library's biography for Abigail Adams
Abigail Adams Biography :: National First Ladies' Library
A SHORT BIOGRAPHY. I was born on February 11, 1939 in New York City at Beth Israel Hospital, the
first child of my parents, Isabel Berlin Yolen and Will Hyatt Yolen.
Jane Yolen — Author of children’s books, fantasy, and ...
The Life of Basil Rathbone 1892—1967. Growing Up . Philip St. John Basil Rathbone 's life began on
June 13, 1892, in Johannesburg, South Africa. In 1895 his family had to flee to escape the Boers
because Rathbone's father was accused of being a British spy.
Basil Rathbone, Master of Stage and Screen: Biography
When she was 27, Kate met some people in Big Sur on the California coast who played music in
their living rooms. Kate began playing with them, and hearing their songs, realized that expressing
her own thoughts to music seemed the next natural step.
Kate Wolf Biography — Official Kate Wolf Website
Background and early life. She was born Mary Botham at Coleford, in Gloucestershire, the
temporary residence of her parents, while her father, Samuel Botham, a prosperous Quaker of
Uttoxeter, Staffordshire, was looking after some mining property.Samuel had married his wife Ann
in South Wales in 1796, when he was 38 and she was 32. They had four children Anna, Mary, Emma
and Charles.
Mary Howitt - Wikipedia
More Bard Bites The Chamberlain's Men was an acting company created in early 1594. Shakespeare
himself joined the troupe later that year and remained a key player and partner for the rest of his
career.
Shakespeare's Biography: Information on Shakespeare's ...
Timothy B. Schmit Biography . Timothy Bruce Schmit was born October 30, 1947 in Oakland,
California. In his early years, Timothy’s father (musician Danny Schmit) was frequently away.
Timothy B. Schmit Biography
From the time he decided to pursue acting, Humphrey Bogart was committed to the art. In the
more than 80 films spanning his career, he was never once late to the set or unprepared for his
lines.
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Biography - Humphrey Bogart
I’m Chris Gardner. I’m an Entrepreneur, Single Parent and the Author of the ‘Pursuit of Happyness.’
I’ve recently taken my newest position and the last job I will ever have in my LIFE!
Biography — Chris Gardner
Born July 30, 1941, in Ottawa into a tight-knit Canadian family, Paul Anka didn’t waste much time
getting his life in music started. He sang in the choir at Church and studied piano.
Biography | Paul Anka
Neville Chamberlain: Neville Chamberlain, prime minister of the United Kingdom from May 28,
1937, to May 10, 1940, whose name is identified with the policy of ‘appeasement’ toward Adolf
Hitler’s Germany in the period immediately preceding World War II. Learn more about
Chamberlain’s life and career in this article.
Neville Chamberlain | Biography & Facts | Britannica.com
David Cassidy has managed to stay at the top of his game for over four decades, with a unique
ability to re-invent himself and adapt to numerous genres from concerts to theater, television to Las
Vegas, and even actor/singer to producer/writer/director with a demographic that crosses three
generations.
Biography | The Official Website of David Cassidy
Originally named Araminta, or “Minty,” Harriet Tubman was born on the plantation of Anthony
Thompson, south of present day Madison and Woolford in an area called Peter’s Neck in Dorchester
County, on the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
Harriet Tubman Biography
Anne Bonny’s life was by far not as adventurous as Mary Read’s, but it had been a hard life. She
was a bastard daughter of an attorney of Cork in Ireland, whose wife had left him because of his
loose way of life.
A Biography of Anne Bonny - History of Pirates
Miranda Taylor Cosgrove was born May 14, 1993 in Los Angeles, California, to Christina (Casey) and
Tom Cosgrove, who owns a dry-cleaning business. ...
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